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Let 2 be the ring of rational integers. For n E Z, w(n) denotes the number 
of distinct prime factors of n. In [4] Ramachandra, Shorey and Tijdeman 
proved that if 1 <k < exp (c(log n)*), then w((n + 1) . . . (n + k)) > k, where 
c > 0 is an effectively computable constant. In this paper, we will generalise 
this problem to the case of imaginary quadratic fields. The more general 
case of algebraic number fields will be published separately. For simplicity 
we will discuss this for the field of gaussian numbers but the same proof 
can be carried over for arbitrary imaginary quadratic fields. 
Let k= Q(i) be the field of gaussian numbers and o={a+6i[a,b E Z} 
be the ring of gaussian integers. For z E o, w(z) will denote the number 
of distinct prime factors of Z. Let c(z,R) denote the disc {C E 01 /z-cl <R} 
and cl, . . . . Ts be all the integers in the disc c(z,R). If z and R are suffciently 
large and moreover ]z] > exp (c(log R)6+8), where c> 0 is a constant, then 
it follows that none of the 5‘9’s is a unit nor any two cf’s are associates. 
In this note we will prove: 
THEOREM 1. There exists an e&.ctively computable constant c > 0 such 
that for all gaussian integers x and for all positive integers R with 
1 Q R G exp (c(loglz])l/a+~) 
w(51 . . . . L)>s 
Theorem 1 follows immediately from the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let Z(z,R) be the set of primes {p, ]pl Q R} v @ prime, 
R-C jpj < 2R, p divides at least one of the integers 51, . .., C8). Then there 
exists an eflectively computable constant c> 0 such that if 
I.4 P exp @(log W+9 
then the number of integers amongst Cl, . .., Cs which have all their prime 
factors p E Z(.z,R) is at most a(z,R) where a(z,R) =Card Z(x,R). 
LEMMA 1. Z(z,R) C the set of prime divisors of (cl . . . . ts). 
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PROOF. We first note that z-[a, l<ig6~c(O, R) and EEG(O, R=+ 
~+5~c(z,R).LetnowIpl~Randp~obeaprime.Lf~lz,~p1(51...T~). If 
p{z, let X=I)T+S, where O<IsI<Ipl, then p/z--s. Moreover x-s~c(z,R). 
Hence p]([l . . . c8). If R<lpl<2R, pi Z(z,R), then p divides at least one 
of Cl, a-*, L Hence ~I(51 . . . . c8). Hence ,Z’(z,R) C {the prime divisors of 
(Cl . . . . L)8)). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 USING THEOREM 2 AND LEMMA 1 
Let p,15~. If IpI > 2R, then p{[j for j#i. Now by theorem 2, the number 
of integers such that all their prime factors are g2R is at most a(z,R). 
Hence there exist at least S- o(z,R) integers having at least one prime 
factor p with IpI > 2R and they are all distinct. Hence using lemma 1, 
we get the total number of prime factors of 
(Cl, . . . . Q>S-a(z,R)+a(z,R)>S. 
Theorem 1 is proved. 
3 2. In this section we will prove theorem 2. We willuse the following 
theorems due to Baker [l] and [2]. 
THEOREM Bl. Let n > 1 be an integer. Suppose that OLI, . . ., mn are non- 
zero algebraic numbers whose heights are less than A and degrees are(d 
(where A and d > 4). If rational integers bl, . .., b, exist with absolute values 
at most H such that 
0 < lb1 log LYI + . . . + b, log OL,] < edH 
where 0~6~1, then 
H<(4n2 d-1 &ZnlogA)(2n+1)2 
The values of the logarithms are assumed to be principal. 
THEOREM B2. Let n> 1 be an integer. Suppose that 011, . . . . mn are non- 
zero algebraic numbers whose heights are G AI, . . . . A, respectively, and 
Bl, . . . . Bn are rational numbers whose heights are< B. Then 
O#IBllogw+ . ..+B.logan]=+ 
IBllogoll+...+B,logcwnl> exp(-cAlogAlogB) 
where A =log Al, . . . . log A, and c is an egectively computable constant. 
Denote by N the set of all the integers amongst 51, . . ,, c8 which have 
all their prime factors p E Z(z, R). 
We assume that 
(1) 1.~1 > exp (cl(log R)6+6) 
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where cl > 0 is a large constant to be chosen later. Further we assume 
that the number of elements in N exceeds ~(2, R). Denote by X, the set 
of all the prime factors of the elements of N. For every element r, of p, 
we take an f(p) from N such that no other element of N contains p to 
a higher power in its factorisation. Let No, NI, Ns be the subsets of N 
respectively, of elements which are not in the range of f, are the images 
of precisely one element of X, and are the images of at least two elements 
of p. Thus 
N=No+Nl+Nz 
For a set A, denote by [A], the number of elements of A. Since 
[N] > ~(2, R) and [p] =G cr(z, B), there exists at least one element of N 
say z*, which is not in the range of f. Therefore, by prime number 
theory, we have, 
*IzIg IIzI -2RI< Iz*I <(2R)nc2R) <R4Rz/10gR<e4R2 
Thus by (l), we have 
2cr(log R)S+e Q log 121 < 4R2 
i.e. Rz> 2 (log R)e+‘> 2 
i.e. R> cl -. 8 
We will now prove: 
LEMMA 2. 
(2) 
PROOF. Observe that 2[Ns] ~42, R). 
Further, by an argument of ErdGs, 
Hence 
zLNo’ < RczR2 
since cl>0 is a large constant. Thus 
[N1]=[N]-[No]-[N2]>a(zJi)- y - 9 > y 
Hence the lemma is proved. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We assume that [N] > ~(2, R) and arrive at a contradiction. Let A > 6 + E 
be a constant to be chosen later. 
CASE I. 
(3) lzl< exp(c3(log W) 
By lemma 2, [ Nr]> u(z, R)/4. Note that the elements of Nr are of the 
form v = W+fiLv, with f(p.) =v, p,Jm, further for vlfvz E Nl, l)rI#pVz. 
By an argument of Erdiis, 
Now we choose a subsequence of m, v E NI as follows. Choose an m, 
such that ]m,.] is minimum and call it ml. Omit ml and out of the remaining, 
choose an m, with lnz,] minimum and call it ma. Repeat this process 
[[N1]/2]+ ltimes.Cledy lrnll G jrn21 ==z . . . G lmal witha=[[N@]+ l,[[N1]/2] 
is the largest integer Q [N1]/2. 
By the construction of this subsequence and from (2) and (4) we have, 
I Inz,l Q R2d’Nl 
(5) I G exp (2cdR2- 4 ‘2 R log R), c&R) > I-I (R) 
f < exp (8~4. (log R)2) 
Let k and kr be integers (functions of R) to be suitably chosen and 
assume that 
(6) kl < EJ , k=O(k1) 2 
Notice that from (5), we have 
=z Imk,-k+l . . . mkl 
Q exp (c&log R)2). 
Hence there exists a ve with 1 <vo<kr - k such that 
(‘1 
Consider now the subsequence 
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For any v with ve < v<ve+ Ic, we have 
v=~.p,.b. Using (3), observe that 
(8) L < (log ce’Z’) < c7(log R)A v‘log-- 
Thus if k>c~(log R)A, then 3 vi, vs with vlfv2 and v~<v~~vo+E, i= 1,2 
such that L,,= Lvs. For this pair vi, vs, L,, = L,z= L, we have 
By taking the principal value of the logarithm, we have 
o< log; <-& 
I I 
Then we have, 
(9) o<~~llog~l-loga2+217itll~~, where lhl<4rh 
I/H 
This follows by taking the principal value of (51/Q and equating the 
imaginary parts. Notice that the size of 0~1 does not exceed 2R. It follows 
from (5) that the size of a2 is less than exp (&(log R)2). 
Let Si = exp (&(log R)2). 
Then size of cys g Si. 
Size ai Q 2R G 2 exp (& (1% w) 
Q exp (logsi)’ 
Bl<c7 (log R)A<~7 (logfQ4’2 
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Set & = (~(2, R) and k= [c$og &!)A] + 1. Hence by using Baker’s theorem 
Bz, we get 
J- > exp ( - cs(log fir)312 (log log 81)~) 
@I 
IzI < exp 
( 
cs(log 81) 3+ 4 
) 
< exp (clo(log Q6+“) 
Now assume that 
(10) 12~ > exp (co(log R)s+E), where cc = max (cl, ~10) 
Then IzI 1 exp (ci(log R)6+6). By the above argument, 
14 < exp (cl0(log W+a) 
which is a contradiction. Hence [N] 9;(1(x, R). 
CASE II. Let 
(11) I4 > exp (cdlog W) 
By Lemma 2, [Nl] > ~(2, R)/4. We proceed as in case I to conclude 
that there exist ~1, ~2 E N1, Y~#YZ such that 
Now we have 
Imil d exp (&J(log R)2), i= 1,2. 
Then by taking the principal values of the logarithm we have, 
Observe that the heights of 0~1, 012, 01s do not exceed exp (@(log R)s). 
Further for i = 1,2, we have 
lrSrl<clllogl~l 
Now IzI 1 exp (cl(log R)A 
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I~110gal+~z10go12-logols+2nitI< exp - +-& (Cl1 log 1.1,) 
It is clear that the heights of al, 0~2, 6s do not exceed exp (Scd(log R)2). 
Moreover for i= 1,2, we have I/?11 < cl0 log 1~1. Now we appeal to theorem B1 
of Baker with 8=1/6clo, n=4, d=2, H=clolog 121, A= exp (8c4(logR)2). 
Then 
(12) Cl1 log 1x1 <c12(log Iq2)200 
Combining (11) and (12), we get 
(log JqA < c13(1og Jq400 
Set A = 401. Then R< ec*‘. But R> r/</8. Choose cl large enough to 
satisfy vz/S> e/13. Thus we arrive at a contradiction. Hence [N] <a(~, R). 
Hence the proof of the theorem 2 is complete. 
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